This Fiberella Studio eLearning course has one LIVE meeting which you can review for a full 30 days.
Interactive options to communicate with Paula are provided during the LIVE session.
Plus you can email Paula questions after viewing the recording of the live meeting.
Please feel completely free to simply spectate &/or to ask questions, participating as desired.

at your machine
www.fiberellastudio.com

Take a colorful and inspiring break from whatever keeps you busy. Spectate.
Pull up a chair and bring along a favorite beverage. In this first-and-only
LIVE meeting Paula aims to enlighten, refresh spirits and put a smile on
your face the very next time you drop-your-dogs for free-motion… even if
it’s your first.

EnJOY Paula’s top ten tips for free-motion success at any machine, clearly shown and
also provided in your handout for easy reference. Suitable for use with any brand of
equipment, these essential tips help make free-motion an enJOYable experience for all.
The demo features a colorful and imaginative array of free-motion effects. Some of these
effects, though dazzling-looking, are actually easier to achieve than the skills needed to
produce a smooth and simple, lone free-motion line. You’ll soon see. It WILL be fun.
Tips for working with color, special needles and thread types are woven into all the
demos. Coloring with thread and expanding textural impact; adding a sprinkling of beads
while you free-motion is also included. See a simple “faux free-motion BSR effect” you
won’t want to miss: it produces absolutely even stitches, guaranteed on your first try.
Find out how to select beads that will be easy to stitch with. Free-motion lace and
snippet work is included along with Paula’s basic techniques and ideas shared at the
Houston & Long Beach Quilt Festivals in Color Your Stash, plus her Tinted Wholecloth
course. Last but not least, pick up important tips (a Paula exclusive) to work more easily
and successfully with the BERNINA Stitch or BSR. See you there!
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NOTE: Since many of these Fiberella free-motion effects rely on BERNINA-specific accessories,
be aware that several of these BERNINA brand feet are BERNINA exclusives, but not all. If using a
similar foot, be aware that results may vary on different machine brands. Still and all, there’s a
good combo of both general and BERNINA-specific info included, plus a useful handout.

Demos include the use of the following BERNINA sewing
feet and accessories…

#55 Leather Roller
#44 Echo Quilting and CutWork Foot
#43 Free-Motion Couching Foot
#24 Freehand Quilting Foot
BSR or BERNINA Stitch Regulator
PLUS a tiny touch of #45 Rotary Punch Tool & and the CB Needle Punch
Tool in case you’ve never seen it in action!
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